Anatomy of the Hand

Exercises
1. Fist / finger stretch

2. Claw stretch

3. Grip strengthener

4. Finger lift

5. Thumb extension

6. Thumb to fingers

Joint protection (Thumb)
Most people find their own ways of doing activities that are less painful. It is
important that you are aware of the activities that cause your thumb joint to
be painful so that you know when to wear your splints and consider other
ways to perform these activities that place less strain on the painful joints.
Each time you experience thumb pain when doing an activity, stop and
consider whether the way you are doing it is causing stress on the joint.
Think about if there is another way the activity can be performed that is
better for your joints.
For example:
• When doing activities that involve a pinch grip (e.g. writing) keep the top joint of the thumb
• When doing activities that involve turning or twisting avoid fully
straightening the top joint of the thumb and the thumb crossing in front of the
palm.
The following are joint protection techniques that may help to reduce the pain
you experience when doing activities and prevent further damage to the joints:
• Take notice of any pain you feel, it can serve as a warning that the way you are
performing the activity is causing damage to the joint.
• Spread the load over several joints (e.g. by carrying items on two flat hands rather
than gripping with your thumb).
• Use larger stronger joints rather than putting the strain through your thumb joints.
•

Use less effort (e.g. push or slide heavy items rather than carrying)

Examples of joint protection techniques
Instead of this …

Instead of this (with one hand) …

... try this

... try this (holding it with two hands)

